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The riddle of the collage on her head ends in tears. 

Tears to the accompaniment of coloured strokes. 

Strokes applied by a country Calimero. 

Calimero’s new poetry is neither here nor there. 



 

Wobble the Doodle sits down in a winding dance. 

“Dance around,” said the little guilty fellow on his way through. 

Way through the eventful nights of N. Dobbermans.  

N. Dobbermans hereby sits down at the grown-ups’ table.  

Table-round. 

’Round the bush one prefers to beat without Peeping Toms. 



 

The tone has been set, the tower has fallen.  

Fallen into the comic gravity of our short existence.  

Existence of fairy tales, Frankie?  

Frankie commits the second move and falls off her throne.  

Throne ascended, the virtue of Pinocchio’s first fiddle.  



 

Welcome to the sneaky tumbler, ruler of the tower.  

Towering high, a painful spearhead.  

Head-shaking and deeply disappointed, the jaunty visitor walks all around the  
 

paintings.  

Paintings with sanded-down gaudy gazes.  

Gazes of the indispensable wanderer.  

Wanderer gone completely off her dead.  



 

Dawdling rose-coloured clouds sail past. 

Past the reach of my arms. 

Arms full of paint, balance is better. 

Better half an egg than an empty cup. 

Cup bobbing on. 

On this cadavre exquis we’re down to no man’s town. 



 

We bet on new beginnings. 

Beginnings of the snake charmer’s mere struggle. 

Struggle and dance fall hand in hand into ruin. 

In every fanatical Flemish lass is found a thin layer of guilt. 

Guilt of a squint-eye. 

Squint-eye never shows her cards. 



 

The twisted flipper has been placed.  

Placed with green fingers from the past.  

Past or present, paint fingers plod along into the mud of the panel. 

Panel on, panel off. 

Off or on, we'll pull up a chair at the boozy table. 

Boozy table full of boozy talk chatting the night away. 

Away after considering a nightly stunt with no finale. 

Finally. 



 

A mysteriously purple-soaked statue. 

Statue grinning, made for the lone traveller. 

Lone traveller roaming the endless dark corners of our thoughts. 

Thoughts of vulnerability and overconfidence.  



 

The still-life of daily tape objects. 

Objects wander about like foolish figures. 

Figures validating each other, in reverie they’re waiting for Godot.  

Godot waddles his way through the twists and turns of the fairground show. 

Show or no show, the waddle is about to flip out.  

Flip-out bowling bags and pipe-smoking coconuts.  

Coconuts spinning down the valley upside down into the endless progression of  

madness.


